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The Future of  Work

• The future of  work swept in sooner than expected

• We observe an urgent need for new maps, new mindsets, new strategies responding 

Work disrupted:

• Work itself, 

• Work as an activity (not as a place), 

• Workspaces, 

• Working times, and

• Working interactions

• For us as individuals, and as organizations and communities, Covid-19 has indeed been

an accelerator to the future. 



The Accelerated Future of  Work How can we 
produce 
different 

results with 
more 

impact and 
more 

meaning? 

How can we create 
new combinations of  

human–machine 
teams reinforcing the 
unique capabilities of  

each? 

How can we 
create more 

flexible 
ways of  

working for 
ourselves 

and 
members of  

the 
workforce? 

How can we create 
workplaces that 

combine our ability to 
work virtually and in 

person? 

However, the real opportunities 

lie not in doing the same things 

that we’re doing today, only a 

little bit better and a little bit 

faster. 

The real opportunities lie in 

the exploration and journey 

that allow us to discover how 

we can do things differently.

The difficulty is not so much in developing new ideas as in escaping from old ones. —
John Maynard Keynes



The Future of  
Work is
Hybrid



The fundamental question Work 
Disrupted raises
• What lens are we choosing as we look ahead? 

• Are we viewing the future as an extension of  a predictable past, or are we viewing the 

future as a broad set of  new opportunities that will reflect whatever we think is 

possible? 

• How we will deal with the hybrid-work paradox: the vast majority of  employees say 

they want more flexible remote work options, but at the same time also say they want 

more in-person collaboration, post-pandemic. 





The Future of  Work is
Learning The COVID-19 pandemic has opened up an 

opportunity in this regard as people have become 
more familiar with online learning delivery and 
virtual collaboration with work colleagues.

This experience has also sparked growth in the 
digital learning market and secured wider 
acceptance — both at the corporate and individual 
levels — of  the value of  online skills training. 

New learning habits are being created amid a new 
way of  working. 

People across the world are embracing digital and 
being more innovative, creative, and collaborative. 
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The Future of  Work is Learning

• Consider how to reduce the volume of  traditional meetings by using asynchronous 

communication and collaboration tools. Asynchronous methods help you provide 

feedback, brainstorm, share content, and ideas even if  you can’t meet in the same 

place during the same time.

Microsoft strategy:

• The new hybrid work strategy is broken down into three parts:

• People, places & process

• Flexibility in when, where and how people work

• How we use the space?
• The company won’t only rely upon physical locations to collaborate. Spaces will need to be 

reimagined. To level the playing field, everyone should have a “common view of  meeting 

participants and be able to connect with them.”



How to think about asynchronous methods
Traditional meeting type: Meeting goal: Asynchronous solution:

Recurring status update 

meetings

Update a specific audience 

on project status and give an 

opportunity to ask questions 

and share feedback

Use a SharePoint team 

site to provide a 

secure landing place where 

project status and news can 

be shared in one place

General announcements Share important news that 

does not need to be given in 

real-time

Publish SharePoint news to a 

specific Microsoft Teams 

channel or send an email 

message to a channel in 

Teams

Check in Touch base with a teammate 

or partner to get up to 

speed

Chat in Teams and Teams 

channels or catch up 

on meeting 

notes and recordings

The Future of  Work is Learning

• Teams apps for meetings can 

enhance your meeting experience 

at every stage:
• Before, 

• During, and 

• After. 

• Teams apps are used to:
• Gather consensus, 

• Seek input, or enable a team to view 

or interact with data during a 

meeting. Many of  these apps offer 

different views for meeting 

organizers, presenters, and attendees 

as well as features that are specific to 

each role.

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/use-the-sharepoint-team-collaboration-site-template-75545757-36c3-46a7-beed-0aaa74f0401e
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/add-team-site-news-in-a-teams-channel-743607c0-9510-414b-8aab-1ae9ef5d3f49
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/send-an-email-to-a-channel-in-teams-d91db004-d9d7-4a47-82e6-fb1b16dfd51e
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/first-things-to-know-about-chat-in-microsoft-teams-88ed0a06-6b59-43a3-8cf7-40c01f2f92f2
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/create-a-channel-in-teams-fda0b75e-5b90-4fb8-8857-7e102b014525
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/open-notebooks-that-others-have-shared-with-me-f5b5b7f4-e516-4d27-bc36-c8a64f31e347
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/play-and-share-a-meeting-recording-in-teams-7d7e5dc5-9ae4-4b94-8589-27496037e8fa


The Future of  Work is Learning

• Build A Collaborative Technology Platform.

• The technology industry is very focused on this market. Vendors like Zoom, 

Microsoft, Cisco, Salesforce, Google, Facebook, and almost all others are pouring 

billions of  dollars into tools for virtual meetings, collaboration, knowledge 

management, safe workplace, wellbeing, and video sharing.

• “…help employees pick up knowledge and credentials so that others can find them 

and build upon their expertise. It’s why we’re providing personalized training 

content to employees and also centralizing companywide training, all within the 

flow of  work.”
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